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E d i t o r ’s N o t e
Illumination is about the Calling
Each one of us in Toastmasters has unfailingly shared one
common moment. Some, as early as ten years ago, or
some as recent as 10 hours ago! That moment was—
deciding to become a Toastmaster. No, we might have
not decided to associate ourselves with the title of Toastmaster then, what we might have been convinced instead
is to—attend the next club meeting, speak before an audience, and experience that thundering round of applause, or perhaps flaunt a ribbon or two. But, by deciding to participate, we paid heed to a calling.
Later, when we discovered leadership opportunities
around us, we thought it was a great idea and leapt at the
opportunity. The possibility of leading, networking, and
learning brought us excitement. This time, however, we
may have answered the call differently. Some may have
done a thorough research on the expectations from the
role, some may have looked back in time to see who the
former leaders were, some may have loved the intensity
of the role, or some may have believed in their natural
propensity toward familiar tasks. What came as an outcome from the research exercise was—commitment. By
committing to make ourselves available to the role, as a
club, division, or district leader, we had paid heed to a
calling.
A calling that came from the heart.
To me, that moment of making a snap or conscious decision is Illumination. Because it implies two things: One,
you realized what mattered to you; two, you acted on the
whims of your heart. Illumination is realizing what matters to you and what you love. And keeping that love
alive is exactly what the Toastmasters program promotes
by calling a Toastmaster’s journey “self-paced”. If you
thought you had done a mediocre job at a speech, or
made a half-hearted attempt at creating a club poster, or
succumbed to procrastination while advancing your projects, remind yourself of that calling.
“Lack of time is lack of priorities,” noted Tim Ferriss in
his popular read, The 4-hour Work Week.
September had been abuzz with preparations, contests,
and renewals. Our Cover design this month depicts the
illumination of your voice through the microphone, not
just through your speeches but also your opinions. If you
blabbed a meek “My priorities have changed,” last month,
as any of your reasons to a fellow club member, you
might want to recollect your moment of Illumination.

In this issue, we present to you similar stories of enlightenment experienced by members, and initiatives undertaken
by the clubs of our district. We bring to you a special note
all the way from China. Discover DTM Kelly’s journey on
how she nurtured the light within to achieve great success
in her personal and professional life. This month we are
back on the track with our section on Tracking Toastmasters from our region. DTM Sita shares her insights on what
it takes to become a member of the distinguished clan. If
you were one of the contributors to our newsletter and did
not find your article published, follow the mantra shared by
DTM Arvind on the art of effective writing. Our featured
article this month comes from a Life Champion who battled
all oddities and sprinted ahead through his sheer power of
belief. Read our special coverage on Vishal Ghumbre, the
founder of Leather Techno industries.
We hope you see enlightenment in the stories and experiences we have put together in this issue. So, grab a cup of
coffee, sit back, relax, and enjoy this month’s Communicate
98. And do invite us into your banter by simply dropping us
a line here; we are eager to hear your stories. If you’d like us
to feature your story, send us an article by writing to editor@d98tm.in. Happy reading!

Pooja Vijay Kumar
Editor, Communicate 98
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Chief Brief

“Only when you serve,
are you truly served.”

DTM Chandra Shekar (CSK)
District Director, District 98

Dear friends,
This month, at Communicate 98, we are focusing on the
word Illuminate. Illuminate means to light up.
It is not a difficult guess to make, that we, in Toastmasters, are instrumental in lighting up fellow members
through different endeavors. Sometimes, we are the
receivers, but on many other occasions we are the givers. Every member’s journey in Toastmasters, is sprinkled with these moments of receiving and giving.
Through this note, I would like to bring your focus on
the following lines:
You get attached to what you serve.
You get attached to whom you serve.
Strange as it may sound, for receiving, the receivers
should feel the attachment. But, in reality, the giver
feels more attached to the receiver. It is rarely the other
way around.
This is where it gets interesting.

We have all heard about servant leadership and we
agree that it is the corner stone of the Toastmaster
movement. But I want you to turn around and give this
aspect a second look. As Toastmasters, serving others is
not enough. Instead, you must also create a context for
our fellow members to do something for you. For, only
when you serve are you truly served.
As members, we need to create a system through which
we can serve one another, as well as the system. This is
the only way to create a sense of belongingness in everyone. This is the only way by which a transactional
relationship can become a transformational relationship.
Today, I resolve to Serve, because that is the only way
to feel one with anything. And with every endeavor I
embark upon, I will continue to serve each one of you
and thus serve the system.
Join me in this illuminating journey…
Cheers,
Chandrashekar DP
District Director
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A To a s t m a s t e r S p e a k s . . .

Let Us Rise and Shine
Toastmasters International is founded on four core values—commonly abbreviated as IRSE—that serve as anchors for members in their public speaking journey.
I stands for Integrity,
R stands for Respect,
S stands for Service, and
E stands for Excellence.
TM Brajadul Patnaik with WCPS 2016, Mohammed Qahtani,
To me, the above letters mark a member’s direction to
at Confluence 2015, Hyderabad
RISE. It is essential for a Toastmaster to understand these
four simple words and imbibe the core values in their Integrity is doing what you say you will do. In simple
actions. Here is a simple way how you can live these val- words, it means keeping your promises. If you have
ues in a regular Toastmasters meeting.
agreed to deliver a speech or take up a meeting role in
your club, do not, as far as possible, back out in the last
Respect: In your club, the caliber of members, the eco- minute. Keep your promise.
nomic, social, and educational background may be vastly
different. If we do not respect our members as individu- Toastmasters is based on Honor system. There is no pass
als despite the differences in culture, status, caliber, and or fail. There is no examination. There is no Toastmaster
position in life, we cannot provide a conducive learning police. Everything is trust-based. Therefore, integrity is of
environment. It will not help our growth as a club or as a paramount importance.
leader. Hence, Respect is very important. Greet everyone
cheerfully and treat everyone with respect.
Service: In a Toastmasters club, no one is paid to do
anything. Volunteer service to members is the backbone
of a club. This is what makes you grow as a person, helps
fellow members grow, and helps the clubs prosper. Take
every opportunity to serve your club in a meeting. Be it
helping in room arrangements or logistics or mentoring
or giving feedback to a member, be of service to others.

Excellence: Finally, we try to achieve excellence in whatever we do in our meetings be it giving speeches, organizing the meeting and other events, or mentoring and
helping others. Aristotle said, “We are what we do repeatedly.” Excellence is thus a habit. Keep giving your
speeches, taking roles, and attending meetings regularly
and repeatedly. Once this becomes a habit, excellence in
all that you do is not far away.
Let's pledge to RISE to the occasion in every single meeting so that we can shine in life.
By Brajadulal Patnaik
Toastmasters of Capgemini Hyderabad
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F ro m A ro u n d t h e G l o b e

Nurture the Light Within You
DTM Kelly Guo
District Director, District 89

DTM Kelly Guo

People have wondered how I have spent a very
short time in becoming the District Director, and
how Toastmasters had helped my professional career. To many people, it seems all too smooth, easy,
and there being tremendous planning in my Toastmasters leadership and my career. But the truth is…I
never had a detailed plan.

Illuminate is such an apt theme for Toastmasters; I’ve
known and witnessed so many people, whose lives have
been illuminated because of Toastmasters. Today, they are
more confident, assertive, professional, and enthusiastic
individuals—and at the same time, they have also illuminated the path for others.
As new members, you may want to become that person.
You may not see the changes today, but when you persist
in attending your club meetings regularly, taking up roles,
and rising up for Toastmasters leadership roles, you will see
the results. And when you look back, you may say,
“Toastmasters illuminated and changed me”.
I joined Toastmasters seven years ago, right after my
graduation in 2009. Toastmasters profoundly changed me
from a fresh graduate into a professional leader in business
as well as at Toastmasters. . I’m currently the General Manager of the Chengdu branch office of a Beijing-based organization offering language training, study abroad, and
test preparation programs. I am also serving as the District
Director of District 89, Chengdu, in Southwest China.

Beginning my journey as a Club Officer, I successively became the Area Governor, Division Governor, and finally a member of the District Trio. Along
the way, Toastmasters has enlightened me to realize
that—we should never underestimate our potentials. My experience as a Toastmaster helped me
achieve my current job offer and meet my career
goal of working in the training profession. Toastmasters taught me one more thing—as long as we
can believe in our goal, act on it, and follow our
leadership track step by step, we can be sure of
amazing results awaiting us.
From the very beginning, I believed that Toastmasters is a place where I can find illumination. I simply
followed my heart. There are unlimited opportunities and challenges waiting to be overcome, to help
us grow and increase our confidence. Each time I
accomplish something in Toastmasters, I confidently
tell myself I can do something bigger.
Dear friends, my personal experience proves that—
Toastmasters is a place where you will always
find a shiny path ahead of you—as long as you
believe and act.
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C l u b M o v em en t of t h e Q u a r t e r

Toastmasters Club of Amdocs ignited the flame of
patriotism and ushered the 70th Independence Day in
a distinguished style by celebrating the day with lessprivileged students.

Now this is how a sincere secretary would draft the minutes of the meeting. But if we think in retrospect, this
meeting has been abundant in learning.
1. Freedom of Speech

The club organized a momentous meeting in synergy
with Blossom - CSR Forum Amdocs India, NGO partners
- Teach For India and Annapurna (a residential school
for less-privileged children), and toastmasters from across
different clubs of Division D.

As several students were from vernacular medium, they
found it challenging to speak in English. In spite of all the
imagination that sparked in them, expressing their ideas
in English was a major challenge. However, once they
were given the opportunity to speak in Hindi or Marathi,
The meeting started in the noon by Sergeant-At-Arms, their narrations moved us.
TM Ritu, who welcomed everyone with great energy, ea- 2. Innovative Touch
gerness, and enthusiasm. President for the meeting, TM
Innovation is a given when it comes to students; the
Amol, carried the momentum forward and opened the
Toastmasters handshake protocol was refashioned with
meeting by singing the National Anthem in unison with
the new Hi5 protocol throughout the meeting, which
all students and toastmasters
boosted the avidity of all students while taking charge of
Toastmaster of the Day, TM Prabhu, and General Evalua- the dais.
tor, TM Amith, picked the baton next and took kept patriotic spirits high in the air. Gavelier Abhimanyu delivered a 3. Thinking One Step Ahead
patriotic speech through the Project 10 – Inspire the au- We ensured that all students received goodies after the
meeting. The choice and variety of presents– Board
dience, which was evaluated by Gavelier Akhilesh.
The Table Topics section stole the show with 12 stu- Games, Chess, Rubik’s Cube, and Piggy Banks, were dedents attempting table topics in the most brilliant man- cided with a thought of fostering the bonding and colner. A journey of thousand miles begins with a single laboration among the children.
step. These students surely took their first step toward 4. The Show Must Go On!
their thousand-mile journey as a Speaker, or perhaps a In spite of the unavailability of six Ex-Com members durLeader, Toastmasters International.
ing the event week, we managed a terrific show, living up
After breaking for snacks, all role players delivered their to the adage “Proper Prior Planning Prevents Poor
reports, followed by the awards and prize distribution. Performance!”
And then, with a patriotic song, Hum Honge Kamyaab, By Amol Nitave,
Ek Din, the meeting was adjourned.
Toastmasters Club of Amdocs, Pune
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A Wo rd W i t h : V i s h a l G h u m b re
In conversation with the self-made entrepreneur from Dharavi, Mumbai,
Vishal Ghumbre—a man who believed in himself and proved that language barrier cannot stop your will to attain success. A true rags to
riches hero, Vishal who had the most humble beginnings heads a multicrore leather industry today. His success is a story of triumph over staggering odds. Read on to discover how life can take a 360-degree beautiful turn when the corollary to all matters of life is to—listen to your heart.
Q Your story of success in the leather industry is absolutely inspiring.
How did it all start?
A After completing my diploma in leather, I worked as a production
manager at a reputed company. Each day after work, I would sit with my
fellow workmen and practice the trade. I learned the nitty-gritties of the
field—from cutting to packing. After two years, I quit my job. I told my
boss I want to start something of my own and began with embossing
and branding on products.
I would earn 50 paise per impression, but the amount never deterred me.
I bought a machine and took a room on rent. From dawn to dusk, I
would sit alone, and find myself working nonstop. My earnings slowly
Vishal Ghumbre
rose to around Rs. 2000 per day and work began to get stable. But, after
a couple of years, I realized that I did not have a life beyond work. I realized my social life never existed. I decided to come out of that zone and be my own boss. I started my own manufacturing unit at
Dharavi and that is how a single man’s journey began. Now, we are a team of more than 250 individuals.
Q What did you dream as a child?
A My dad ran a business in watches. Right from a young age, I dreamt of only running a business and not working for somebody.
The day I started my first embossing assignment as a worker, I developed a vision of owing a chain of businesses. People ridiculed
my lofty ambition, even perhaps doubting my abilities. But I stood firm.
Today in Dharavi, I can be proud of owning the first hi-tech automated office. Right from swipe cards, cameras, and carpeted tiles,
the office is a swanky setup. Gradually, I have come to realize the importance of resource management; how to give incentives, and
employ people who put their heart into work, who are breadwinners for their family. I see it as my personal social initiative to give
back.
Q They say when life gives you lemons, make lemonade. How did you manage to start from the scratch and build an empire with a
turnover of over ₹ 150 million today, what kept you inspired? How did you educate and train yourself?
A Growing up in Dharavi fetched me friends who were locals from the neighborhood. We had never seen the world outside, never
known what brands were or that even eateries could be graded in the form of 5-starred hotels. Most of my learning came from observing the people at my workplace. I am very meagerly educated. But one incident during my diploma course stayed with me for
years. We were once taken for a factory visit and the general managers asked us some questions. None of us were able to answer
because all of us were from the vernacular medium and English was a taboo in our minds. The managers behaved badly and said
things like “They don’t know English! How are they going to be entrepreneurs?”. That hit me hard.
On our way back, I told my friends, “From now on, if I ever speak in a language other than English, just land me a punch’. And they
used to give me ‘tapli’, a much needed hard knock on the head. Sometimes I would cry from their blow, but I never gave up. A friend
of mine from a convent medium would explain the meanings of words to me daily and I used to rote learn them. Slowly, there came
a time when I could communicate my erred sentences with confidence.
Even today, whenever there is a "big" word used during any meeting, I write it down and look up its meaning. When people laugh at
me, I never take offence, but rather take it as a learning and I’m quick to scribble a small note of the mistake.
Q What suggestions would you offer Toastmasters who still struggle with articulation and vernacular-medium influence in communication.
My learning from the industry is—people value educational qualifications and language familiarity. But to make things happen, a
basic conversation should do. Language is only a medium, not a means. Keep your confidence intact and learn the ropes of what is
needed. In the end, if you want to learn, you will find a way.
The Communicate 98 team thanks Vishal for the candid insights into his life journey and for showing Toastmasters of District 98 that
in a battle of wit over will, only the heart wins.
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T h e C h a m p i o n of L i g h t
“Oh! There won’t be a Sun again. Eternal darkness shall
prevail.
Oh! The dark dusky decayed terrains, they appear dried
and pale.
Coz, shrouding your light in a mantle grey, you said,
‘Farewell’.
So illuminate my saviour, and bring darkness to an end?
Find for me my Holy Grail?”
“You are my only saviour, my friend,
You are the one who can make amends.
For when you were born the stars did commend.
You would be my ‘Champion of light’
and defeat the Shadows to their end.”
Sipping black coffee in a trap gloriously bright.
Idly he chatters with the totems of Darkness, no guilt or
Nisarg Shrivats
blight.
For the sly Darkness reassures him, “It’s all right.”
Seducing him with delusions to entertain.
Eons later fortuitously, the sparks have again started a
And devouring on him like a parasite.
fire.
He feels, it’s time to rise, the high tide has finally come.
He ignores and enjoys the callous cake,
The champion stops conceding to the empty desires.
Stays charmed with delusions dark.
Coz his soul’s yearnings are now impossible to dumb.
It pains and hurts, it does ache.
Forcibly extinguishing the innate sparks.
The champion of light realizes, the evil double’s designs.
“Be the light, bring this darkness to an end.
Yet doesn’t act on instinct but stays both wild and seYou are the only saviour I have, my friend.
rene.
So if you can hear me—Illuminate,
Wild as he burns form inside, serene as he knows these
Illuminate and bring the Shadows to their end.”
signs.
Heard yet never listened, he kept on running.
For he had been to the depths, to depths he had been.
Heard yet never listened to, he kept on yearning.
He, who’s been the dazed and doomed victim, also the
Will he ever conquer the Shadows?
devil’s advocate.
Which lives underneath the sparkling streams, next to
The champion for now he knows, the path of light is for
the dusky meadows.
him to locate,
Oh! He was a naive bird, as innocent as a dove.
He finally chooses to be the light, and escape the dark
Free as the oceans deep, he could scale the skies above. avaricious chambers.
Then came Darkness disguised as his doppelganger.
Illumination is the only solution, he remembers.
Charming him with worldly delights, vitiating all he
Illumination is the only solution, he remembers.
loved.
Now he is another shining jewel of the Darkness grim.
Diamond turned to a black goldstone.
Yet there is radiance unmatched, emanating from him.
O that! He dares to tread the paths unknown.

By Nisarg Shrivats
TCS Maitree Toastmasters Club, Mumbai
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Tr a c k e d
Demystifying Double Distinction with DTM Sita Ravinutala
The Distinguished Toastmaster Award has a demanding set of requirements with 42 speeches altogether, at least 5 Workshops, and leadership
roles such as Club Officer, District Officer, and starting a new club or reviving a failing club. These demanding requirements usually take several
years for members to complete.. DTM Sita Ravinutala has achieved this
title not once, but twice! DTM Sita earned her second and subsequent
Distinguished Toastmaster award recently. Let’s discover if there were
any tricks to gaining the DTM mastery.
Q Most of us find it challenging to achieve the DTM status once, and
you've done it twice. What's the secret and what kept you going strong
for the second time?
A Well, there is no secret. I just wanted to pick my learning from the entire cycle. Unless we complete one level, we cannot try the next. So, the
journey continued and I was able to reach the final level and achieve
DTM the first time. Going for the award the second time was about planning and perfecting the learned skills. The objective was to work on a few
new manuals and repeating the attempted manuals where I felt I needed
more practice.
Q How long have you been a TM and how long has it taken you to earn
your DTM, the first time, and then the second? What has been your most
challenging speech assignment in this journey?
A I joined Toastmasters in May 2008 and earned my first DTM in May
2013 (five years if we do the math), and I earned second DTM in June
2016 (three years this time). I really struggled to get my CC5 completed
to my satisfaction. The project was based on the use of body language
and I wanted to effectively explore body language into my speech projects, especially ones to induce a dramatic narration. It took me
three efforts to nearly ace the project. Persistence always helps.
DTM Sita Ravinutala

Q Often, Toastmasters find trouble in advancing their CC projects. What's the tip you can offer to our fellow members in picking inspiration and attempting more projects, especially speech topics.
A Topics are all around us. I generally maintain a journal to note specific events from my daily life. Then based on the objective of a
project, I build the narrative on these points to create the script for that speech project.
I notice an aspect in many Toastmasters that—the speeches are not drafted around the objective. They are more of an independent
speech loosely based around the objective. We also see that evaluations are often focused on the general speech quality and completely skips the objective. Being able to articulate in accordance with the objective is key in learning the most from the projects. I
highly recommend Toastmasters to focus on the objective and draft speech accordingly. The articulation is the key learning here. That is
what differentiates effective speakers from good speakers. Many toastmasters are comfortable in public speaking and they continue to
work on one speech project after the other assuming that good delivery is the only focus or learning from the program. Let us expand
our learning horizons and see beyond the obvious.
Q What's the roadmap you'd like to share with an aspiring fellow TM who wishes to achieve DTM in the shortest duration? How many
speech projects does a member ideally complete to successfully record a DTM title?
A I truly believe that time should not be a barometer for completing the track leading to the DTM. This is a learning platform and each
one of us has a different need that we want to address through this platform. It is important that we understand that first. Based on the
need, personal and work commitments, one should set the goals for completion of projects. In this program, we are our own judges of
knowing how well we did. Evaluators give feedback on the particular project, but when it comes to knowing whether we did better than
our previous project, you should leave the judgment to yourself. Our competition is with ourselves, not with anyone else.
Q Your word of advice to women Toastmasters who struggle to make time to attend club meetings or take up leadership roles owing to
the other personal and professional responsibilities.
A There will always be times when our priorities will conflict, and in such cases, we tend to put personal development in the back seat.
Based on what and how serious our other commitments are, it is always good to take Toastmasters as an extension of your professional
commitments. Unless we do that, we will always end up giving a shallow response for our excuses, ‘I will make sure I attend the next
meeting.’ Ensure that you stay committed to your word, Toastmasters or otherwise.
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G o a l Po s t
HOW TO WRITE EFFECTIVELY?
BY DTM ARVIND NAIR
PROGRAM QUALITY DIRECTOR,
DISTRICT 98
How many of us took the Eligibility and Originality certification seriously before claiming the originality of our
speeches in the contests? Or for that matter how often
have we taken the easy way of pasting stories from the
Web instead of going the right way of putting in the
thought in our speech content.
Our Goal Post for this month comes from a leader
whose synchronicity with perfection in language and
attention to detail has scared the living daylights out of
many easy-goers! In this article, DTM Arvind helps you
learn the art of effective writing in his signature crisp
style. Read on...
Effective writing is much like an effective speech when
you draw a parallel with Toastmasters.
Having been a Toastmaster for eight years, I have had
the opportunity to be a mentor to many members, as
varied as there are personalities.
Tom was a young professional, a member of a club that
had just been chartered. He sent me his speech and as I
glanced through the first paragraph, I knew this could
not be his language. I searched the net and there, it
threw up the results. It was a direct lift from an article
someone had posted.
Sheena was attempting a project from an advanced
manual and asked if I could review her speech. Having
known Sheena for some time now, I found the language
did not suit her. I was right, the net came to my rescue
once again.
Often people resort to the easy way. Surf the net, copy
and paste and there the article or speech is ready.
Please refrain from doing this as the Editor or Mentor
will sooner or later find out and it could then be very
embarrassing. In keeping with the District’s theme–do it
the right way!
When you begin, think of the message in one word.
E.g. Procrastinate.
Expand it to a sentence; ‘Procrastination leads to ulcers.
Each word in the sentence must have a meaning. Consider what the purpose would be – general: to inform
and specific: to take action i.e. to avoid.
Under ‘General’ - information about the subject may be
mentioned with one or two examples, or statistics,
whereas under ‘Specific’ – give a call to action, i.e. avoid
procrastination as it would give you ulcers. Perhaps an

DTM Arvind Nair

Conclude with a summation of what you’ve told
them.
There are various parameters you need to keep in mind
to enable the communication to be effective.
Who – are you writing for, i.e. your audience.
Why – would they want to read the article?
Where – will they be reading it?
When – will they be reading it?
Consider the following when crafting your work:
Tone: Use words which convey your personality and
position. e.g. When a boss wishes to send out a communication he could be authoritative or motivational,
depending on what action he expects.
Grammar: A wrong tense can cause tension, the right
word, with the right tense, will create the right sense!
Punctuation: These marks embellish your article or
speech, use them correctly and they will communicate
effectively.
Spelling: Pay particular attention to the spelling of the
word as a wrong spelling would convey a wrong meaning and would affect the receiver.
Practice the above tips and you would have no need to
copy and paste.

example or quote: ‘Procrastination is the thief of time’.
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Sunshine and Rain
A wise Albus Dumbeldore, from the Harry Potter series,
once said, “Happiness can be found, even in the darkest
of times. If one only remembers to turn on the light.”
Life is a series of events. These events no matter how
challenging leave each one of us with a lesson. We
spend days lamenting our losses, our failures, and yet all
it takes is one laurel to illuminate our dreary days. I don’t
measure my life by the memoirs that I’ve made but by
the future that is unforeseeable and promising. At the
same time, I hold them close to my heart as they’ve
moulded me to who I am today.
I’ve always been a writer, indulging the voices in my
head to bare themselves on paper. For a long time it
didn’t matter who read my work, after all it was all out
there, on my blog. Nevertheless, there was an innate desire in me, to see my work published, to be an editor and
someday an author. But like every other story, ‘to be or
not to be’, ‘to pursue or withdraw’; there is a conflict My
story’s quote is, ‘to participate or not’, especially with the
sword of failure not dangling far behind. I spent days
after days, penning down poems to stories and every
time I had a chance to participate in contests, I backed
off. The excuses started with what-ifs! The fear of rejection stopped me from taking that final step.

Haleemunnisa Fatima

anthology and waited. Not losing hope, I ventured on as
days turned into weeks and results after results were declared, each time the anticipation turning into despair.
Two years had passed yet failure was my best friend.

Toward the ending of August, like every other day the
Amidst all this, there was a silver lining shining bright, sun dawned and life moved on but something was difwhich persuaded me relentlessly to not just ponder but ferent that day. As I turned on my computer, I noticed a
execute. Finally, I took “the step”. I sent my entry to an mail notification peer at me. For the first time in two
years, I experience inexplicable joy. There it was! A shiny
beacon of hope—my story was shortlisted and ready to
be go on print.
It was the time when I went ecstatic; even words failed
me, I revelled in the aftermath. It was then this September my melancholia gave me happiness.
What I had thought was a fluke then, changed now as
chances rarely occurred twice.
September gave me a nook with varied author in
‘Shades of Life’, illuminating my hope, my life!
Now, when I look back at those days of ‘to participate or
not’, I would only nod a big yes to participate.
By Haleemunnisa Fatima
Mumbai Toastmasters Club, Mumbai
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Food-O-Mania In Goa
Being the foremost club in the division, it was high time
that the Goa YMCA club did something grand. An initiative that is different, unites all, and most importantly,
adds fun. During a random discussion of the various options, one suggestion stood out—‘We need to go social!’
This brilliant statement came from one of the fairly new
members, TM Runa Menezes.
We contemplated upon a day’s picnic, to a movie; but
finally realized, that the one thing that unabashedly
unites us across the division, is ‘FOOD’! Now whether it
would be a dinner meeting with food between the
speeches or a formal meeting followed by an informal
dinner, was secondary. The hunt for a venue began…
The current President of our club TM Rajesh Kenkre literally pulled a few strings to organize the venue at Voltaire, a restaurant at Reis Magos, that not only has a gorgeous ambience, but also serves authentic Goan cuisine.
TM Rajesh explained the concept of Toastmasters meeting to the owner Sangam Dhungat, who at once agreed
to join the bandwagon of craziness that was about to
take place.

per head.
Finally, the day arrived and things were set in motion.
The Grammarian roped in a couple of chef hats, I got an
apron, we had our registration sheets in place, tiny
sticker labels to identify names, TMOD script cooking a
delicious meal and the meeting progressed without a
glitch. So much so that after the prepared speech section when we broke for starters, everybody was back
within the allotted ten minutes, and geared up for the
Table Topics to be hosted by another club member, TM
Viresh Vazirani.
There were TMs from neighboring clubs like ICG and
Mapusa who had carpooled and also the Margao club,
from all the way down south! The room was abuzz with
32 Toastmasters, in total, gracing the occasion and it was
indeed a delicious get-together, with tiny cupcakes given
as a takeaway to thank everybody who made it happen!
The cupcakes were knitted of crochet, not edible, but
indeed a memorably drool-acious souvenir!

Being the TMOD, I felt it was apt to label the theme
‘Food-o-Mania’. Since it was our 171st meeting, we also By Meenal Bale
decided to rope in the celebrations for our very own TM
Jervis Pereira who had won the Table Topics Contest at Goa YMCA TM Club
D98 Eloquence, in Pune with a small cake cutting ceremony. Once the speakers were in place, the role players
volunteered and our dearest VP Education TM Anthony
Gomes had a lot of loose ends to tie.
Also being the VP PR of our club, I personally decided to
oversee the overall coordination. The invites to the
meeting were sent across to everybody in advance along
with teaser posters that constantly kept reminding everyone of the ‘event’. I sent out personal WhatsApp messages to make sure we had the numbers to break-even,
as the ‘Dinner meeting’ was charged at a fee of Rs. 350
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The District Feed

District 98 on
Social Networks

@dist98

@d98tm

d98tm.in

Inspired by the Toastmasters club role-players, TM Harish Malisetty, from
IBM Visakha Hills Toastmasters Club, Vizag, creates a striking piece of art that
is nothing short of stunning!
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To p of t h e M o n t h
COMMUNICATE 98’s PICKS FOR THE MONTH
Watch
Parched.
A story that talks about the one moment that changes your life, one desire that overpowers all your gloominess, one decision that sets you free.
One act of courage!
Read
The God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy
Cleverly written story of fraternal twins revealing things which are naked
yet invisible to an ordinary eye. The details are painful yet intriguing at
the same time. A must read!
Do
Attend the Semi Annual Conference of District 98—Confluence 2016 from
October 21-23, at Bogmallo Beach Resort.

Semi Annual Conference—CONFLUENCE 2016
21st to 23rd October, Goa.

Visit
The Junction, Goa.
Goa’s first theme-based restaurant is decked to look
like the perfect junction for your taste buds and
senses! This stylish auto-body joint renders an earthy
rustic decor, hosting cycles, rikshaws, and even a
jeep, taking you down the memory lane of road trips
in Goa. And you certainly cannot miss loving the authentic mix of Goan food they are specialized for.
Tap
Google Allo, a messaging app
Download, fall in love, and get addicted!

Best Club Posters of the Month

September 2 Hasnain Changi (Mumbai)
Area Director, A3

District 98 Sends You Birthday Bumps!
September 14 Kedar Phadke (Goa) September 20 Shirish Nadkar
Area Director, G1

September 7 Kunal Sarpal (Pune)
Area Director, D1

Area Director, P3

September 15 Kirit Amichandwala (Mumbai)
Area Director, B2

September 16 Jagruth Vaishnav (Hyderabad)
Division Director, H
September 28 Radhakant Panigrahi (Pune)
Area Director, C1

The Communicate 98 Team

When Print Meets Digital!
The Communicate 98 team caught up with the District PR team at a Hyderabad hangout.
From Left to Right: Sindhusha Grandhi, Content Designer-Hyderabad; Sai Sridhar Varahbhatla, Community Manager; Swati
Kapur, District PR Manager; Satyam Pradhan, Social Media; Pooja Vijay Kumar, Communicate 98 Editor.

Dhiraj Nimbalkar

Content Designer,
Mumbai

District Webmaster

Somnath
Bhattacharjee
Isha Verna
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Aashirvad Khatanhar

Creative Director
Community Manager

Content Designer,
Goa

Community Manager

Content Designer, Pune

Arun
Mishra

Meenal
Bale

Nishant Mehta
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Wa s s u p !
October’s finally here and Confluence 2016, Goa is just around the corner! And with Confluence, our beloved Toastie is back in the District. Woot, woot!
But hey, did you wonder where was Toastie all this while? Well, our Khabris tell us that Toastie
was right here with us all through the year. How, you ask? Toastie tells us that the Hyderabad
hangover from Confluence 2015 lasted with him for a good one year and he was on a
*hibernating mode* in our district.
Hangover, sure, we can’t deny that either. But where was Toastie hibernating in our district?

Art by TM Vaibhav Kataria

After a lot of speculation, our Khabris finally confirmed to us that Toastie was right here in the Digit 9 of our District logo!
Shocked, we take a look back at the logo and realize that Toastie was indeed with us, stylishly leaning beside another chic
mate of his, Digit 8, one fat lady. But our Toastie seemed to have found a lean Miss Eight—Matey. Where is this relationship heading, follow the adventures of Toastie and Matey on our social channel and at Confluence Goa from 21st to 23rd
October. For a sneak-peak, here’s the latest action we captured between the two using our binoculars.
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Coming Soon—Evolve
Disclaimer: Although great care has been taken in the compilation of content in this issue, we apologize for any inadvertent errors or omissions. The newsletter contains individual views and opinions of contributors; District 98, the District Director, or the
Editor may not subscribe to the same views. You may report errors or omissions, or offer any suggestions to editor@d98tm.in.

